
1.
IT technology and gross misusage , for decades, is very much a holy chapter how IO flow looks 
Jean-Michel Jarre - Mixed Reality Concert at  𝐕𝐄𝐑𝐒𝐀𝐈𝐋𝐋𝐄𝐒 𝟒𝟎𝟎
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaLHTsAH9Dc
2.
Sevinch Ismoilova - Yigitim bor  (I hope the persons responsible for undeclared blockings does not 
block themselves...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezVhBoQJtLw
3.
Out of public viewpoint it is important that state is functional inside and between department
and the tech delivery of gear and functions are clean as the information flow…a uplift matter for all
Juan Boucher - Koue Hande
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh1G17LH058
4.
Without international digital identity in order, and dna declarations, how to know who is the real 
one in a IVF lab cloned all look the same , and therefore must keep the mask, in mind letting the 
other person take the first step...forever alone? 
The Most Spectacular Moments of Venice Carnival 2024
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RPVv0nT0NM
5.
Then on travel it becomes to be like a far away island anyway, alone in a sense not functional IT 
rendevouz , only by personal visit?
Savaiki -   I Te Tau I Hanoa.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cz-RvfoQgCQ
6.
Wonder if not shopping centers would be halfed to make apartments so to have financial realism
it looks rather empty, and many has not enough , a ill balance exist visible
МАРАТ _ АРНИ - КТО ТЫ.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j35NqZweTF0
6.
As driving faster and faster it will be not much left of mother earth and then how to have progress
fixing up the mess if not international clean messages with passport like identity and protected 
position exist? Uplift thing from state-telco-police issue, not one single person to handle that
ssh terminal works, but what about identity and trust?
Mylène Farmer Virginiel Craven - Ton Absence.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRY9npW6YMw
7.
Thus a diamond DNA high profile on the track all they are? As VI n YL was existing a new type of 
storage long term in need at the homes, paired with the streaming tech.
The Raiders - Chez Gaye Special _ Best of South African Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzYoUEscXy8
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8.
Then many farm fields stays dead empty and alone if involved in food production and its marketing 
not functional?  Mel?  
VERKA SERDUCHKA - Є пропозиці
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvCt5d1kWNM
9.
Regardless land or place I land like on a island , everything rotates in awaiting status and alone?
Wonder just , if it includes lady’s as well, a total upgrade then across anywhere.
Besso - Sol _Music Video_.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tG5WX1ICHU
10.
Wonder if suisse protonmail.ch works better in terminal mode with ssh as option?
Made in KZ - Чито гврито _из к_ф _Мимино__.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_OKccFY51U
11.
Once upon time meeting a fine lady or so, and never again not to be found in online world many 
year later, I started to wonder about DNA admin and remote how healthy all is 
OTTA-orchestra - _I Promise To Remember_.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_OKccFY51U
12.
Hence a cabriolet approach to solve the nut’s and salad likely caused by coco chem damages way 
back in time, how things got engineered a total upgrade in need
Ş bn m Tovuzlu - M n H l  Ölm miş m _Official Music Video_ə ə ə ə ə ə ə
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4MGkA65z1U
13.
Now the earth gets warmer latest 62 celcius in Rio de janerio… is a warning sign
how to fix better technology, cleaner driving, and projects if eberything hangs in the air
a quest of time running out…?
Burningman X Playground 2023.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMp8HhmPvEU

Then time for the food a fine chick lady...would be fine, not to be alone
https://kajandercorfu.royalwebhosting.net/poultry/   with some fine wine

 
https://kajandercorfu.royalwebhosting.net/wine/

add some needed correct cheeze
 https://kajandercorfu.royalwebhosting.net/cheeze/  

kajander@protonmail.ch  http://kajandercorfu.royalwebhosting.net
  with my own live aboard ship under renovation 

https://kajandercorfu.royalwebhosting.net/shiprenovation/start1.pdf
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